
3 Section Floating Dock Layout :
8’ x 12’ (or 16') Floating Section , 

4’ x 12’ (or 16') Semi-Floating &  4’ x 8’ Fixed
Choose the height of the dock relative to the water surface depending on the 
primary use you are planning for your dock. Will it be used only for swimming?  Will 
you be using Kayaks (low) or Pontoons (high)?  The answers to these questions 
will help you choose the height and therefore, the kind of floats you will install.
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Example of Needed Materials
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or 8' x 16'
floating

8' x 12'
floatingQTY

4' x 12'
semi-fl.QTY

Dock Sides 2" x 6" (or 8") 2
Inside Joists               "    "    2
End Pieces "    "    2
Float Supports "    "    9
Decking 2" x 6" 25 
Floats 24" x 48" x 12"  6 or 4

192"
188-3/4"

144"
140-3/4"
92-3/4"
96''
96"

92-3/4"
96''
96"

144"
140-3/4"
44-3/4"
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48"

2
1
2
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25

Wood Screws                              #10 x 3-1/2" 272 190

QTY

2
2
2
9
33

6 or 4
402

2

Carriage Bolts 3/8" x 2-1/2" 68 4868
Lag Screws & Flat washers 3/8" x 4-1/2" 36 or 24 1236 or 24

4' x 16' 
semi-floating QTY

192"
188-3/4"
44-3/4"
48''
48"

2
1
2
3

33

220
2

48
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4' x 8'
fixed

96"
92-3/4"
44-3/4"

48"

2
1
2

16

170
48

12

QTY

Fixed

Semi-floating

Floating

Base Plate 
for Steel Post

Hinges 

4 posts & base plates

1)  First, draw a plan of your Layout as shown below.

Dock sides     preferred dock length
Inside joists            dock length, minus 3 ¼’’
End pieces dock width, minus  3 ¼’’
Float supports dock width
Decking dock width

Evaluate the required lumber using the 
information besides or example below.

                Always wear pesonal safety protection such as safety glasses, 
work gloves and boots. Do not use corded electrical tools in or near water. 
Always be 2 adults or more to build and install your dock sections. Assem-
ble dock while on solid ground and then bring it to water to install. 

2) !A
B
C
D
E

Calculate the amount of floats needeed by multiplying the dock surface area (lenght X width) by 25 (for 25 lb 
buoyancy capacity per sq.ft). Divide this number by the choosen float buoyancy capacity (i.e. R-750 float has a 750 
lb capacity) then round up to nearest pair amount. Make sure that all floats will fit underneath.
          Examples: 8' x 12' =96   96 x 25=2400   2400÷370=6,4  so, six R-370
                           8' x 12' =96   96 x 25=2400   2400÷750=3,2  so, four  R-750
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Chain retainer

To protect boat hull and add a �nish touch, install bumpers 
with �at head rust free screws

Float supports should be installed perpen-
dicularely to dock lenght for sturdiness. And 
it will be even sturdier if you a add smaller 
corners and back plates to float supports.

To add strenght to a floating dock section, 
you may also add diagonal wooden 
braces in the corners as shown, in which 
you will screw on decking.

Complete your layout with accessories:

- Dock Bumpers and Boat Fenders
- Posts and Base plates

- Mooring Cleats & Dock Lines
- Aluminum or Steel Ladders

- Concrete blocks & Anchoring Chains...

Visit our Web Site for more 
Products & Guides



Manage the chain positioning in order to diminish berthing  
and/or swimming complications, then throw overboard 

the concrete blocks at the desired dropping area

"HOW TO"
ANCHOR A DOCK

STATIONARY DOCK 
Normally, (except in areas where large waves can 
hit the dock) it is not required to anchor the 
stationary dock with chains. Piles being driven into 
the bottom of the water will ensure stability. 
However, you should anchor any boat with 
moorings in a way that it will not hit or scrape on the 
dock, therefore protecting the boat and the docks. If 
your docks are installed in a shallow area, you 
should be able to install the mooring easily (on a 
nice day…). You may also choose a boat lift 
installation. In rough conditions you can add one or 
more diagonal leg braces.

"HOW TO BUILD" 
A WOOD DOCK IN 4 STEP

CB

2- Starting with corners, align parts, mark holes with 
a pen, drill holes, then install hardware with bolts.  
(parts may vary from the drawings). For stationary 
dock, go to step 4-B.

4- A) You will need help to flip the structure over to 
avoid any back injuries. Carefully flip the structure 
top side up.  
     B) Confirm squareness again. Lay down, space 
and screw on decking planks along each side and 
inside joists.

Hot Dipped Galvanized Steel 
Hardware

HOW TO BUILD A 
FLOATING 

WOOD DOCK

®
TM

See our  
"construction" video

on our web site

A

www.multinautic.com      1-800-585-1237

FLOAT
WOOD 
SUPPORT

WASHERS

1- Lay down boards on a flat surface, best side 
out, and screw together. The screws should not be 
aligned with holes you will make for hardware (A). 
For a floating dock, mount the dock upside down 
in order to easily install floats. The boards need to 
be flush on the decking side to install it properly in 
last step. Check squareness by measuring in “X” 
from corner to corner (+/- 1/8") (B) and lock the 
position by screwing down a diagonal piece 
temporarely on the frame (C).

 

7”

3- Spread 2” x 6” float supports and floats evenly on 
the frame (to evaluate where they will be installed). 
Mark the frame and supports (for lag screws) accor-
dingly. Remove floats and screw on the support 
boards to frame.  Then, pre-drilled float support with 
a 1/4" drill bit & bolt on floats.

TMTM

FLOATING DOCK
A floating dock system absolutely requires an 
anchoring system every +/- 30 feet.  Anchoring 
chain holders should be installed everywhere you 
plan on anchoring. Since there are no pile, it is the 
anchoring weights that will hold the docks in place  
when submitted to lateral pressures by the wind, 
waves and the boats. It is also suggested to anchor 
the dock at all 4 corners of the dock section on 
which the boats are attached to.To install the 
anchoring weights, lay them on the floating dock, 
group the appropriate amount of weights (we 
suggest that you place a piece of cardboard or a 
piece of wood under in order to protect the dock 
surface or decking), attach bundles with the chain 
(the lenth required to make the "X" shape is around 
3 times the depth) move the dock over the desired 
dropping area and then sink them in water! 

 

ANCHORING EXAMPLES IN CALM WATER AREAS
• Small crafts, less than 15’ (Canoes, Kayaks, Aluminum Boats or 
PWC), maximum of 2 crafts: 
→ minimum of +/- 200 lb per chain on each side.
• Pleasure crafts less than 19’ or around 2500 lb each, maximum 
of 1 craft: 
→ minimum of +/- 350 lb per chain and on each side.
•  Pleasure crafts, Ski or Wakeboard Boats, less than +/- 23’ or +/- 
4000 lb each, maximum of 1 craft: 
→ minimum of +/- 500 lb per chain and on each side. 
•  Pontoon boat with camper roof, which will catch in the wind: 
→ minimum of +/- 650 lb per chain and on each side.

 If you expect to host other boats during summer, 
evaluate your needs accordingly.

These are examples and general suggestions only.  We try to do our 
best to guide you with your project.  However, some areas may 
require different anchoring methods than described here.  We can 
not account for differing circumstances. We cannot be held 
responsible for any incident or damage that may occure because of 
the use of the techniques described in that document or on our web 
site. These technical drawings, illustrations and information are not 
to be substituted at any time, in whole or in part, for certified 
engineered drawings and are intended as general guidelines only. 

Anchoring chain retainers              

Pre-assemble structure with screws

Drill lumber and install hardware

Evaluate float locations, install float supports and 
bolt-in floats w/lag screws and large flat washers

Slide dock in water or place it on its posts then screw on 
decking boards, starting with ends of dock section, cutting 
the last board width accordingly to the remaining space. 

3-2-

Many Float Sizes and Styles,
Hollow or Foam Filled

Scan this 2D barcode or go to www.multinautic.com


